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Why Build Community Resilience?  

Perceived Risks and Threats Facing the Leeds Jewish Community 

Communities always face potential emergency or crisis situations, ranging from natural disasters, to 
terrorism, to serious accidents during community events.  These events might impact the broader society 
or they may be specific to the Jewish community. Communities must strengthen their resilience capacities 
to be prepared to respond effectively. 

While a professional risk analysis was not within the scope of this report, the following is a list of potential 
risks as described by community members:   

� Community crises and emergencies – A wide range of potential community emergencies, such as a 
traffic accident involving a school bus, a fire in a community institution, or an act of crime and/or 
violence.  Most of these events occur with no warning and require the community to maintain an 
ongoing readiness. 

� Demographics – The community’s changing demographics are perceived as the major crisis faced 
by the community.  The growing number of senior and more dependent members together with 
the phenomenon of younger members leaving - mostly to the south -  is seen by many as a threat 
to the community’s long-term sustainability. The community has seen a decline of 20% in its 
population in the last decade (according to UK census data). 

� Anti-Semitic acts – While there have been no significant number of anti-Semitic attacks (verbal or 
physical) in Leeds – a city which is perceived as being relatively accepting of the “other” - there are 
also very few visible Jews.  Many Jews speak about the “need to be prepared” for such events in 
this dynamic world. 

� Natural disasters – The emphasis is on extreme weather events due to climate change. In 2016, 
over 500 homes and businesses in Leeds were flooded due to extreme rainfall. 
 

 

  

3. Community Risks and Challenges 
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The Leeds Jewish Community Resilience Profile 

The community resilience profile consists of a one-page summary accompanied by a more detailed report 
on each of the eight core resilience capacities.  

The community resilience profile reflects how the community – as represented by a sampling of its leaders 
and members - perceives the community’s strengths and challenges vis-a-vis each of the eight core 
resilience capacities and its components.  

The profile is based on the opinions, narratives, and key messages presented by community members in 
interviews.  

The one-page summary is a graphic presentation of the community resilience profile. It is an attempt to 
provide leaders with a wide overview of the community’s capacities before the discussion on each of the 
capacities.  

 

Resilience capacities that are shaded in  green are those that 
are perceived by community members as sources of strength 
which need to be maintained. 

 

Resilience capacities shaded in yellow are areas that 
community members felt require strengthening or further 
development in order to become community strengths. 

 

Resilience capacities shaded in  red are those that community 
members see as potential challenges for the community, or 
areas that have not been sufficiently developed or addressed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Community Resilience Profile  
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The Narrative 

Main message: We are a small and intimate community. While we have our 
differences, we see ourselves as one community that allows diversity and does its 
best to provide its members with a rich Jewish life.  

The Past  

This was a strong and proud community with 
a rich history.  A community that while being 
geographically peripheral, provided a rich 
Jewish life to its members.  A community built upon a class of workers and not 
religious scholars. A community that was never very observant but always had a 
strong sense of Jewish identity 

The present and future are marked by two contrasting and conflicting narratives 

1. We are a dwindling community fighting for our survival – We were once a great community, but 
now our younger members are leaving.  We are struggling for survival, and to maintain the capacity 
to provide core Jewish functions.  Nostalgic. Pessimistic.  We cannot compete with the stronger 
Jewish communities in the south of England, to which our members are relocating.  

This narrative is mostly held by the long-time members of the community. 

2. Leeds is a great place to be Jewish – We may be a small community but we are a vibrant and proud 
community that offers its members a rich and varied Jewish life – religious, educational, cultural, 
and social. 
We need to enjoy our standard of community life and cherish our achievements, but we have to 
work harder to provide for the needs of our community. 

This narrative is held mostly by newcomers, professionals, and some lay leaders. 

These contrasting narratives significantly impact community members’ visions for the future. Many state 
that the narrative of a “dying community,“ hurts the community, has a negative effect on community spirit, 
is demoralizing and serves as a self-fulfilling prophecy. Who wants to live in, or move to, a dying 
community?” 

It seems that long-time community members are stuck in nostalgia for the past and have difficulty 
acknowledging and/or valuing the “here and now.” They have not internalized the need to adapt the 
community narrative as a consequence of the incorporation of a growing number of newcomers, a 
phenomenon which they themselves initiated by inviting new members.     

 

4.1 Community Narrative and Communication 

 

The Eight Core Community Resilience Capacities  
 

"A community that always knew 
how to take care of its own!" 
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Communication 

In the past, there was a high level of dissatisfaction with the level of communication within the community.  
There has been a great improvement in this field in the last five years, and the community employs a part-
time worker to coordinate and improve internal and external communications.    

The community utilizes a wide array of communication avenues including: 

� Web site which includes a community diary and a comprehensive listing of community services and 
activities 

� Facebook group with over 1,500 members 
� Twitter 
� Periodic community newsletters  
� Main community institutions' websites and newsletters – welfare, school, youth center and more 

– provide more detailed information for their target audiences.  
� Each of the synagogues publishes a newsletter, and many have active websites. 

The Leeds Jewish community also receives coverage in the Jewish Telegraph. 

While there is no community-wide database which allows for the dissemination of information on a 
community-wide level (due to privacy laws which forbid sharing of data), there is a desire to develop and 
implement a community-wide app to improve the integration of activities and dissemination of 
information. 

The community has spent resources in developing close and positive working relationships with journalists 
from local and national media. It strives to expose the community to a wider circle of the larger Jewish and 
general populations.  

Many community members feel that there is a need to strengthen the community’s brand, to "get the 
message out" and to increase the "buy-in" of community members, especially in regards to the 
community’s vision and values, and to offer compelling opportunities for involvement.   

Communication with the community is mainly achieved via mass communications and/or via 
representatives of different organizations and synagogues. Many discuss the need to strengthen the direct 
contact and dialogue between the leadership and community members (through open meetings, 
community activities, etc.) 

The community still faces a challenge in its ability  to reach out,  connect and communicate with less 
affiliated members of the community .  

There is also a desire to improve the quality and effectiveness of the internal messaging and branding  inside 
the community.   
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